MEMBERSHIP FORM
NAME

TYPE
Perfect for those warriors wanting
unlimited training.

BOOKINGS &
CANCELLATIONS*

COST*

Bookings essential

$28 per week

Bookings essential

$15 per session

Eagle Warriors have unlimited access
to all classes on the schedule.

EAGLE

Perfect for those warriors wanting the
freedom of being completely casual,
training at their own convenience,
without a weekly commitment.

CHASQI

24hr notice required
for cancellations

Chasqi Warriors may attend any
class(es) on the schedule.

* Please see over for membership policy. Prices as of 1st Oct 2019.

MEMBERSHIP OPTION
 EAGLE
 CHASQI
Signed:____________________________________________________________ Date:____________________________________
Name (please print):__________________________________________________________________________________________
TIMETABLE - 50 MIN SESSION
MONDAY

TUESDAY

CONDITIONING
AMRAP/RECOVERY

STRENGTH / METABOLIC

Jo

THURSDAY

CARDIO

FRIDAY

STRENGTH

SATURDAY

METABOLIC

Kat

Kat

Kat

Kat

6:30 pm

6:30 pm

9:30 am

8:30 am

7:00 pm AMRAP/RECOVERY 7:30 pm

7:30 pm

6:00 am CONDITIONING

PT
- ONE ON ONE
- SMALL PRIVATE GROUP
Kat

available on request
(Private Residence)
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Note: Timetable subject to change

Messenger
Email
Call/SMS
Admin
Facebook
Booking App

m.me/ROA warriors
kat@runningonair.com.au
0432 838 400
becstruan@bigpond.com
0438 776 548
Running On Air
Vagaro (Download App on Apple Store / Google Play)

www.runningonair.com.au
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MEMBERSHIP POLICY
R.O.A offers memberships to suit all clients, from the majestic Eagle Warriors to the casual Chasqi Warriors - R.O.A has something
for everyone. Please read the membership policy carefully to choose the best membership for you.
Membership can be changed at any time, but please give R.O.A a minimum of 2 weeks notice to process the changes.
All clients, regardless of membership, are required to book into class. All classes are booked on a ‘first in first serve’ basis, as
mentioned in the R.O.A Terms and Conditions.

EAGLE
Soar high in the air and join as an Eagle Warrior for unlimited access to all classes. Eagle Warriors have unlimited access to as many
classes as they like on the schedule. This also applies to any future sessions added to the schedule. Our Majestic Warriors of the Air
pay $25.00* per week so they can take the fitness to the skies and beyond.
24hr cancellation policy does not apply, however, it is greatly appreciated if you cannot attend the class you are booked into, that you
cancel your spot in order for another warrior to attend.
2 weeks notice for membership suspension (eg: going on holidays or unavailable to attend due to other commitments) or cancellation
(no longer wanting to attend R.O.A) is required. Suspension can be anywhere from 1 week to 2 months.

CHASQI
Named after the Famous Chasqi Runners of Inca Peru, warriors on the Chasqi Membership have the freedom of being completely
casual and booking into a class when they can find the time. They pay $15.00* per class and there is no limit to how many classes
they can attend per week. Access to all classes on the schedule. We know Chasqi’s are busy running around so this is the perfect
membership for those on the go.
24hr cancellation policy does apply, and the class(es) must be cancelled within the 24hr time frame otherwise the session will be
charged. It is greatly appreciated if you cannot attend the class you are booked into that you cancel your spot in order for another
warrior to attend.
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* Prices as of 1st Oct 2019

Messenger
Email
Call/SMS
Admin
Facebook
Booking App

m.me/ROA warriors
kat@runningonair.com.au
0432 838 400
becstruan@bigpond.com
0438 776 548
Running On Air
Vagaro (Download App on Apple Store / Google Play)

www.runningonair.com.au
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